Paper planes investigation.

Paper planes.
Paper planes are fun to make and
fly!
We can use them to find out about
flight.

Paper planes.
You are going to carry out an investigation
using a paper plane.
The aim:
To investigate how you can make a paper
plane travel a long distance.

Follow the 3 steps below to complete the
investigation. Complete this across the
week.

You will…
1. Make a paper plane using the guide on the next slide.

2. Test you plane and make changes to the plane to try
and make it fly further.

3. Record your findings on the investigation activity
sheet.

Step 1: Making the paper plane.
Here is a design to making a paper plane.

Fold in half
and open up
again

Fold the
top to the
bottom on
both sides

Fold the
corners over

Open up
and fix
with a bit
of sticky
tape

Turn it
over and
fold over
again

Now fold into
half

I used A4 paper.
You can make yours
differently if you know
another way.

Step 2: Carry out the investigation.
1. Find a place, preferably inside with no wind, to fly
your plane. Put a marker down to show where it
lands.
2. Make a change to the plane to make it fly further.
Will you change the nose (the front of the plane)?
Will you fold the wings in a different way? Or will
you do something different?
3. Once you have changed something on your plane, fly
it again and use a marker to show where it lands. Did
it travel further this time?
4. Continue to make changes until you are happy that
your plane has travelled the furthest it can.
5. Record your investigation on Purple Mash.

Step 3: Complete your investigation activity sheet..
Login to Purple Mash and take a look at the Paper Plane
Investigation Template 2do.
1. Fill in the aim.
What have I asked you to find out in your investigation this week?
2. Fill in the plan.
What did you do for each step of your investigation?
3. Draw or find pictures of the equipment that you used.
4. Note down the changes you made as you investigated. You can
draw pictures of the changes you made to your plane as you
investigated.
5. Fill in the findings.
What did you find out? What made your plane fly the furthest
distance?

